May 13th 6.30pm St Stephen's Hampstead

Welcome to tonight's concert
After the English Civil Wars (1642 - 1651) and the execution of
Charles I, life in England became restricted under rigid puritan rules
policed by soldiers and informers. The Commonwealth Parliament
presided over by Cromwwell shut the theatres, banned gambling and
limited other forms of relaxation and entertainment such as inns and
sport; even taking a Sunday stroll - unless to church - could end up
with a fine. Fancy clothes and make-up were banned. Christmas
celebrations and other feasts were outlawed and replaced by monthly
Saints' day fasts.
Following a decade of such restricted life, the 30 year old Charles II
returned to massive public enthusiasm from exile in France in 1660 he would arrive for his Restoration on 29th May, just 358 years and
16 days ago.

Henry Purcell Suite from Abdelazer or The Moor’s Revenge
(1695)
(in the original order, as performed in the theatre)
- First Music: Aire, Minuett. Second Music: Aire, Jigg. Overture.
First Act Tune: Hornpipe.
Second Act Tune: Aire. Third Act Tune: Rondeau. Fourth Act Tune:
Aire.
- Lucinda is bewitching fair
John Eccles from The Mad Lover (1703)
- Cease, cease of Cupid to complain
- Airs in the opera called The Mad Lover:
1.Overture 2.Aire 3.Aire 4.Slow Aire, 5.Aire 6.Jigg 7.Aire
8.Aire 9.Aire
Eccles from The Comical History of Don Quixote (1694)
- Mad Song: I burn, I burn
Purcell from Dido and Aeneas (1689)
- Lament: Thy hand, Belinda; When I am laid in earth
- Interval Eccles from The Judgment of Paris (1701)
- Symphony for Mercury
- Hither turn thee (Venus)
John Weldon Overture to The Tempest (1712)
Weldon from The Judgment of Paris (1701)
- Hither turn thee (Venus)
- Symphony for Venus
- Stay, stay (Venus)
Purcell from The Fairy Queen (1692)
- Ritornello and song: If love’s a sweet passion
- Ritornello and song: Thrice happy Lovers
- Chaconne

Charles II became known as The Merry Monarch for his lively,
sumptuous and often licentious court. Biographer Ronald Hutton
writes “He was the playboy monarch, naughty but nice, the hero of all
who prized urbanity, tolerance, good humour, and the pursuit of
pleasure above the more earnest, sober, or material virtues”.
He brought with him a taste for the arts developed whilst living in
France, taking a particularly vigorous interest in the performing arts
and of course is well known for his favourite mistress (of many), Nell
Gwynne, a leading actor of the time. The King also lent his Royal
Chapel court singers to perform on stage at the Theatre Royal.
It was in this context that the theatres reopened and London
developed a lively, rich and innovative artistic life. The stage became
a vehicle for dispelling the gloom and lampooning the Puritan ideals
of the previous regime and aspects of class, power and money. Love
and sex was a topic unleashed for public entertainment and
restoration plays reveled in seductions, cuckolds, cross dressing,
with stock characters such as rakes and fops.
Songs had been a usual part of theatrical performance but after the
Restoration, music became more elaborate and integrated into the
proceedings and composers such as Purcell began writing for the
stage. Every Restoration play had music specially composed (though
not necessarily directly relating to the subject of the play). Preceding
the performance was the 1st and 2nd music, as the audience settled,
an Overture and, following the prologue, Curtain Music. Between the
acts were Act Tunes and various dances and songs interspersed.
Some of these productions developed further into masques or semioperas, such as The Fairy Queen, from which we hear excerpts
tonight. These still had large amounts of spoken text. Also beginning
to appear were operas which dispensed with speech entirely, such as
Dido and Aeneas, from which we also hear tonight.
Henry Purcell (1658 – 1695) In 1661, Purcell’s father (also a Henry)
and his uncle took part, as members of the Chapel Royal, in Charles
II’s coronation service at Westminster Abbey and our Henry followed
into Royal service as a choirboy around the age of 9. When his voice
broke he took up a position of “keeper, maker, mender, repairer and
tuner of the regalls, organs, virginals, flutes and recorders and all
other kinds of instruments whatsoever, in ordinary, without fee, to his
Majesty”. At the age of eighteen he succeeded Mathew Locke as
composer for the King’s Violins, the English equivalent of the Vingt-

Quatre Violons du Roi of the French court admired by King Charles
II. He became foremost of the official composers writing grand
occasional music for Westminster Abbey where he was organist and
for the court he produced many fine, suitably sycophantic celebratory
odes and the like. He also wrote a great deal of chamber music and
songs. With the accession of William and Mary in 1689, music
became considerably less important at court and Purcell turned
towards providing compositions for the stage to earn his crust.
Abdelazar or The Moor’s Revenge of 1676 was written by Aphra
Behn – one of the first women to make her living from writing and
who was also employed as a spy by Charles II. The work was an
adaptation of the 1600 tragedy, Lust’s Dominion. The Rondeau is of
course famous as the theme used by Benjamin Britten in The Young
Person’s Guide to the Orchestra. The King of Spain has conquered
Fez and taken Prince Abdelazar, the Moor, under his protection. He
becomes the Queen’s lover and together they plot revenge. The King
in turn fancies Abdelazar’s wife and various machinations follow,
resulting in much bloodshed until Abdelazar is killed, the King’s
brother Phillip is crowned and peace is regained. Lucinda is not
actually a character in the play; I’m not sure who she is, actually but
it’s a wonderful song.
Dido and Aeneas is Purcell’s only through-composed (fully sung)
opera and loosely follows the model of Blow’s Venus and Adonis.
Purcell’s other dramatic works for the stage, such as King Arthur and
The Fairy Queen are semi-operas with long tracts of spoken dialogue
carrying the drama. The first documented performance was in 1689
for Josias Priest’s girls’ boarding school in Chelsea. Like Venus and
Adonis also performed at the school, it may have been composed
earlier as a court entertainment. Dido was not performed in public in
Purcell’s lifetime; the semi-operas were a more usual public stage
entertainment in Restoration England where the spoken theatre held
sway.
The Fairy Queen is based on Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s
Dream. Purcell did not set any of Shakespeare’s text, which remains
only slightly altered in the spoken dialogue but composed short
masques introducing each act and ending the piece, which don't
directly relate to the original text but illustrate aspects of it
metaphorically and there is other music within the play. The complete
work would last some four hours so has rarely been performed intact.

John Eccles (1668 – 1735) was born in London and in 1700 became
Master of the King’s Musicke (serving eventually four different
monarchs). He was very active as a theatre composer and was the
composer in residence for the Drury Lane Theatre from 1693 and the
Lincoln’s Inn Theatre. He wrote not only incidental music but also
some operas, Coronation music and odes. Eccles was an
enthusiastic fisherman and spent much of his time on the banks of
the river where he lived, at Kingston-upon-Thames.
The Mad Lover was a tragicomedy by John Fletcher, the ‘madness’
meaning romantic melancholia rather than frank insanity. Both Eccles
and Daniel Purcell (Henry’s little brother) supplied songs and other
music for the performances of 1703.
The Comical History of Don Quixote, a stage adaptation of the novel
by Cervantes, was written by Thomas D’Urfey was never very
successful, taking seven hours to perform. Most of the songs are by
Purcell but some by other composers such as Eccles.
The Musick Prize was set up by a group of nobles to promote
English sung opera (rather than the half sung semi-opera). A libretto
on The Judgement of Paris was commissioned from William
Congreve and four composers entered competing for the first prize of
100 guineas. All the operas were performed in 1701 and in 1703 the
grand final was held and the audience determined the winner. John
Weldon won it, beating the more established composers John
Eccles, Daniel Purcell and Gottfried Finger. The competition was
restaged during the 1989 Proms directed by Anthony Rooley
(excepts for Finger’s opera which had slipped through the
composer’s fingers and been lost). This time Eccles won. Thomas
Arne later used the text in his own opera. In the libretto, Mercury
descends from the sky with the Golden Apple of Discord and asks
the shepherd Paris to award it to whichever of the three goddesses Juno, Pallas and Venus - he finds most worthy. Juno offers him
worldly power, Pallas victory in war, and Venus the most beautiful
woman in the world. Naturally Paris gives the golden apple to Venus.
John Weldon (1676 – 1736) was born in Chichester and was a
chorister at Eton. He was later taught by Henry Purcell and became
established as organist and composer in Oxford at New College. He
moved to London in 1701 where he won the competition The
Judgement of Paris. He continued to write music for London’s
theatre, (The Tempest in 1712) with his more ‘modern’ Italian and
French stylistic influences. He also became a Gentlemen of the

Chapel Royal, as well as organist of St Brides and St Martins in the
Fields and wrote mainly church music in the latter part of his life. He
is buried in St Paul’s Covent Garden.
Weldon’s music for The Tempest had been attributed to Purcell but
was probably used in a production of 1712 for the adaptation of
Shakespeare’s original published in 1670 by Dryden and D’Avenant.
An earlier adaptation involves a score by William Locke and Pelham
Humphrey.
Philippa Hyde commenced her singing studies with Ann Lampard
MBE and continued under the tuition of the late
tenor David Johnston and Yvonne Minton CBE
at the Royal Academy of Music, graduating with
the coveted Dip. RAM.
In 2001 she was
awarded the ARAM, an honour granted to past
students of the Academy who have achieved
distinction in their profession.
Philippa’s busy and varied concert, oratorio and operatic career has
taken her all over the world, from Helsinki to Beijing, as well as to
many of the major concert venues and festivals of Europe. She has
performed regularly with The Academy of Ancient Music, the
Orchestra of the Age of Enlightenment, The Parley of Instruments,
Canzona and the Harmonious Society of Tickle Fiddle Gentlemen, as
well as with her own Period Instrument ensemble, The Musicke
Companye. Memorable moments of Philippa’s career to date include
performing Dido and Aeneas whilst operating a sizeable puppet at
London’s Queen Elizabeth Hall; performing the same work (without
puppets) in the Roman amphitheatre at Sabratha in Libya and
attempting a song recital during a thunderstorm in New Delhi, India.
She has enjoyed performing in such extraordinary venues such as
the chapel of Versailles and the throne room in the Rosenborg
Palace in Copenhagen.
Philippa is an experienced recording artist. Most recently, she
performed the role of Adonis in the first recording of Pepusch’s
Venus and Adonis with the Harmonious Society of Tickle Fiddle
Gentlemen, which won the 2016 Opera Award in the Preis der
Deutschen Schallplatten Kritik in Germany. It is released on the
Ramee label.

Theresa Caudle is well known in the early music world both as a
baroque violinist and cornettist, becoming leader
of The London Cornett and Sackbut Ensemble
whilst still a teenager in the 1970’s. She was a
principal member of The Parley of Instruments for
25 years and plays with many leading period
instrument ensembles including The London
Handel Orchestra, The Sixteen and The
Monteverdi String Band.
Theresa directs her own ensemble, Canzona, leads The Hanover
Band and regularly directs concerts both for professional and
amateur ensembles. Teaching is an important part of Theresa’s work;
she is a popular tutor on several courses and is Artistic Director of
the summer school, Baroque Week.
Linden Baroque Orchestra started life some time around 1984 with
a group of early music enthusiasts in the front room of a house in
Linden Gardens, Chiswick. Unusually - and uniquely anywhere at
that time – it brings together the talents of young professionals,
teachers, amateurs and postgraduate students and many members
have moved on to have prominent careers in the early music field.
Some original members still play. The founding musical director was
the well-known baroque oboist Paul Goodwin. Now pursuing a busy
international conducting career, Paul is Honorary President and
Steven Devine, following Walter Reiter, is the present Musical
Director. The orchestra has played at venues from Norfolk to Rome
(where it gave the first performances there of Purcell’s King Arthur)
and last year in Berlin.
The instruments are either 18th century originals or modern copies some made by the players themselves and we play at “baroque
pitch” of 415Hz. Together with the Linden Baroque Choir we gave
first modern performances of music by Jean Gilles and J F Fasch.
Our first CD, issued in 2001 on the Meridian label of music by Fasch,
was well received and was played on Radio 3 and Classic FM.
Linden Baroque is a registered Charity (No 1014921) and, apart from
receiving a National Lottery grant in 1999, is entirely self-supporting.

